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Pattern Fitting Club 
Master Supply List 

In this club, you will learn: 
 How to adjust a commercial pattern to your size or any desire size you wish. 
 Get familiar with industrial patterns symbols, seams allowances and geometry of the 

pattern. 
 How to work with pattern making tools. 
 Human body proportions and how to measure for different garments such as shirts, 

blouses, skirts, dresses, pants and shorts. 
 All the calculations to apply your measurements to patterns. 
 To recognize textiles for garments, fitting, and sewing techniques.  
You will make each garment during the year. 
 
SUPPLIES: 
 Notions 

 Required Book: Complete Guide to Fitting by Palmer/Pletsch* 
 Vary form curve rule  #12-118*  Fairgate    (18”) 
 Vary form curve rule # 12-112*  Fairgate     (12”) 
 C-thru plastic ruler        2x18 or 20*            (18”or 20”) 
 Hip Curve ruler    #11-24*  Fairgate     (24”)         
 Measuring tape * 
 Pins (a lot of then)* 
 Multipurpose Medium Sewing Plastic Clips*  
 Dressmaker Fabric white chalk triangle or rectangular shape (NOT PENCIL)* 
 Clear Scotch Brand Magic Tape Writeable, Invisible, The Original, Engi-

neered for Repairing, Great for Gift Wrapping 
 White sketching & trace paper 24” wide x 20 yds. professional series * 
 Tracing wheel sharp teeth* 
 45 mm Quilting Rotary Cutter* & cutting mat* 
 Sewing Scissors* - 8" Fabric Scissors  
 Paper scissors* 
 Red pencil  
 Blue pencil  
 2 highlighters 2 different colors 



 Note book to take notes 
 
 Patterns required for the year 

 Kwik Sew K3766  
 Kwik Sew K4162  
 Kwik Sew K4194 
 Kwik Sew K3513 
 Kwik Sew K3773 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Items available at Redlands Sewing Center or Cotton Gin Fabric 
Bring this supply list to Cotton Gin Fabric and get 15% off your fabric purchase! 
 
 
 


